ABSTRACT Finding non-invasive and label-free techniques that allow real-time monitoring of living cells is a field of intensive research with first trials dating back to a century. Employing dielectric spectroscopy on biological materials has aided in deciphering many aspects of living cells, such as cell structure and physiology. In this paper, we studied the dielectric parameters of budding yeast cell suspension as they progressed through the cell cycle. This was done by measuring the capacitance-voltage profile as well as other electrical parameters of cells at different phases of the cell cycle. For this purpose, cells were initially synchronized at the G1 phase and then released in the culture media. Samples at different time points were taken, and both electrical and flow cytometry analyses were carried out. In this paper, we have measured the electrical parameters of the yeast cells as they progress through the cell cycle at very low frequencies, which is believed to preserve all the mechanisms of polarization in yeast cell suspensions. In addition, this allows us to observe electrical changes independent of initial cell numbers. The results reveal an incremental increase in the capacitance-voltage profile as cells progressed through the cell cycle. The capacitance-voltage profile could be used to determine the doubling time of the yeast cells. Studying the yeast doubling time is important in the real-time assessment of different strains/mutants in terms of their progress through the cell cycle and any potential differences between yeast strains. Electrical-based techniques are more sensitive to small changes that occur in cells, which cannot be traced by other methods such as fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS). Moreover, if such a technique, used in this paper, is integrated into a multiplexing system, which allows parallel and simultaneous runs, it could potentially be more powerful than FACS for offering real-time automated measurements of cell cycle progress, avoiding the lengthy processing time required by FACS.
I. INTRODUCTION
A great deal of knowledge can be obtained from cell cycle analysis studies performed on the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. In such studies, where various yeast strains are simultaneously compared, an altered cell cycle profile of a strain implies a possible role of a mutated or deleted gene in a particular cellular pathway, affecting cell cycle progression. Flow Cytometry (or FACS) is the most often used technique in analyzing the timing of cells as they progress through the cell cycle. In FACS, detecting DNA synthesis (or DNA content) in cells, which can be obtained by analyzing the intensity of fluorescence emitted from DNA after binding with a fluorescent dye, is used as a measure of cell cycle progression. Based on DNA content, cells can then be classified into the G1, the S, and the G2 phases with DNA content of 1 N, 1N < DNA < 2N, and 2N, respectively [1] . Although FACS is a very useful technique, it has some drawbacks. For example, for FACS analysis, the samples have to undergo extensive processing including steps such as fixation of the cells, enzymatic treatments and staining, as well as calibration of the FACS machine and other potential technical problems all leading to quite a lengthy procedure. Moreover, although FACS analysis of cells can detect DNA synthesis and provide information such as cell size, it does not show other aspects of cell growth like changes in the cellular components such as the cell cytoplasm and membrane. Similar to other cells, yeast cells have dielectric properties, which are studied in order to find a label-free, real-time, and non-invasive technique to monitor cells in suspension cultures. This has been used in monitoring biomass in fermentation industries allowing better control over culture growth conditions and are based on many studies that point out to the monotonic and direct function of dielectric parameters of budding yeast to biomass [2] - [5] . Interestingly, in all these studies, when measuring growth of yeast cells, a plateau, representing stationary phase, was observed at later stages of growth, similar to growth curves obtained by conventional methods.
As mentioned previously, analysis of cell cycle progression is of great importance especially when comparing different yeast stains or mutants. To carry out these experiments, cells need to be initially synchronized at one stage of the cell cycle (i.e. the G1 phase) and then released. A growing yeast cell undergoes many changes such as DNA synthesis, protein synthesis, and increase in volume [6] , which is only achieved when there is a concomitant increase in the cell membrane surface [7] . Usually this is done by precise coordination between two cellular processes, exocytosis and endocytosis [8] . Moreover, cell shapes undergo several changes throughout the budding process. Many studies demonstrate changes in dielectric properties as the cell progresses through the cell cycle which is obviously a result of all the abovementioned variables. In one study, differences in cell shape of G1 and G2 doublet cells was shown to affect the dielectric dispersion profile of these cells. Briefly, it was found that although the two types of cells displayed similar dispersion at frequency ranges of 1MHz to 20 MHz, doublets cells showed extra dispersion at 200 KHz. This difference was explained by changes in the cell shape [9] . In a second study, a stepwise increment in the relative permittivity of asynchronized cell culture was linked to cell cycling [3] . In other studies, relative permittivity changes of asynchronized and synchronized cell cultures displayed monotonous time-dependent increase at high frequencies, while a cyclic pattern started to show only for synchronized cell cultures at low frequency values, with time interval for these cycles perfectly matching the morphological changes taking place during cell growth and division [4] , [10] . Taken together, all these studies highlight the importance of dielectric measurements in tracking cell parameters.
In this study, we attempt to detect budding yeast cell cycle progression using electrical parameters. Specifically, the electrical capacitance-voltage dependency is used here to detect the change in the cell cycle. Here, we measure the capacitance-voltage dependency at very low frequencies, in contrast to the high frequency values which were used in most previous studies [2] - [5] , [9] , [10] . The capacitance-voltage measurements are then processed to extract a set of electrical parameters to be correlated with the cell cycle phases. Using this approach, we were able to track the dynamics of the cell cycle and thus think it might be a good tool in studying cell cycle analysis.
II. THE APROACH
Similar to all living cells, budding yeast cells possess dielectric properties and get polarized when exposed to electrical fields. Since yeast cells are multilayered in structure, it is believed that total cell polarization is a result of polarization of the various components at different levels in the cells [11] . The increase in cell complexity as it goes through the cell cycle, as a result of increased surface of cell membrane, DNA replication, and protein synthesis, in addition to changes in cell shape [6] , is believed to be reflected in the cell dielectric properties that are detected. The schematic presented in Fig. 1(a) illustrates the random distribution of budding yeast cells before applying direct current (DC) bias. Fig. 1(b) depicts the distribution of cells with the application of (DC) bias. Cells aligned as a dipole with the direction of the applied field is shown in Fig. 1(c) . As the cells get polarized under the effect of the applied electric field, the extent of polarization of yeast cells can be detected by the electrical measurements. Since cells are suspended in YPD (Yeast extract, Peptone, Dextrose) media, the measured capacitance is composed of the sum of both the culture media and the yeast cells capacitance values as predicted by the equivalent circuit presented in Fig. 1(d) . Thus, total cell suspension capacitance (C S ) can be measured, and by de-embedding the capacitance of culture media (C M ), the yeast cell capacitance (C Y ) can be obtained. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiment was carried out using a homogenous budding yeast suspension culture in which all cells were initially blocked at the G1 phase and released to synchronize the cells; as depicted in Fig. 3 . Briefly, this was done by treating asynchronized yeast cells with a mating pheromone called α-factor. Once synchronization was confirmed, the cells were washed and released in fresh media at which the final OD 600 was 0.93 (∼7×10 6 cells/ml). Samples were collected at 15-minute time intervals and processed for FACS analysis as well as electrical measurements in order to show possible correlation and confirm the value of the current approach.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Many studies highlight the importance of dielectric spectroscopy as a powerful and alternative tool for measuring various cellular parameters. Such methods are favored over conventional methods which are usually laborious and time consuming. Additionally, electrical measurements have the ability to detect minute changes in cell structure, content, and morphology when compared to FACS-based methods. All this cannot be accomplished without the aid of automated devices that can simultaneously record measurements of various electrical parameters for the same sample. FACS, a cell cycle analysis tool, falls under this category of laborious techniques. Processing FACS samples can be difficult when dealing with many samples (i.e. different yeast strains, different time points or samples of different treatments), which could lead to sample variations during processing, etc. In this study, we aimed at exploring new ways for employing dielectric spectroscopy to monitor cell cycle progression. This is expected to allow extrapolation of cellular parameters and also allow the accurate comparison of different cells (or strains) or cell cycle stages. Although previous studies have reported the measurement of dielectric properties of cells progressing through the cell cycle, our results and plotting curves use different electrical parameters and at different values investigating details that might have been overlooked by other studies. Budding yeast was chosen as a model for its relatively short life cycle and ease of manipulation.The FACS profiles of three independent experiments conducted were very similar with one representative plot shown in Figure 4 . The figure represents the relative amount, or the percentage of cells in each phase and time steps.
The DNA content (1 copy, 1N (G1); or 2 copies, 2N (G2)) is shown by the FACS analysis. Asynchronized cells (the bottom curve) shows a mixture of yeast cells that are at different stages of the cell cycle and containing cells that have either 1 copy or 2 copies of DNA. Synchronized cells (G1 blocked or 0 minute) are represented by the next curve in Fig. 4 (compare asynchronized and 0 minute histograms, where blocking in the G1 is clearly shown). Following release from arrest and as the cells progress through the cell cycle, the DNA content becomes 2N and then the cells move to the second cell cycle where eventually they again look like asynchronized cells at later time points (see curves from time points 15 min to 195 min). In other words, the FACS profiles shows the time at which cells start to switch from the G1 peak (1N DNA content) to the G2 peak (2N DNA content) and back. This timing matches the doubling time of the yeast cells (about 90 minutes).
A set of conducted electrical measurements are depicted in Fig. 5 . The capacitance frequency profiles were measured for all the samples collected at 15-minute time intervals as VOLUME 6, 2018 is shown as Fig. 5(a) . We have conducted different time measurements and found that the 15 minutes time intervals to be the most convenient time point to conduct the necessary sample processing and measurements needed. Fig. 5(a) showing capacitance versus frequency displays a smooth behavior for the curves at all the time intervals.
As a first step, it was important to prove the polarizing capability of yeast cell suspension under the experimental conditions. This was tested by measuring capacitance over a wide range of frequencies. Fig. 5(a) shows that all plotted capacitance curves for all time point samples were positioned above the baseline curve of the YPD media alone, which clearly indicates that cells get polarized and consequently the charging potential of the samples (containing cells/cell suspensions) increases compared to the YPD media alone. The lowest curve of Fig. 5(a) (baseline) represents the measured control (YPD media alone) capacitance frequency behavior and the next curve from this base line (0 minutes), represents the capacitance of G1-blocked cells. This small rise in capacitance between the two lowest curves in the figure is due to the presence of cells in the YPD media in the second curve. This number of cells was measured to be 7×10 6 cells/ml. As cells progresses through the cell cycle, they undergo several changes in composition and morphology. With time, cells express more protein and synthesize more DNA, and concomitantly expand their cell membrane surface area to accommodate the continuous changes in the volume. Such changes happen parallel to morphological changes which are pronounced by bud formation that mediates cell division. Since any change in cell status is potentially correlated with changes in the electrical parameters of cells, changes in capacitance could be detected with increasing time intervals. Our results show that the capacitance of the samples increases as cells progress through the cell cycle (i.e. with increasing time points), especially at lower frequencies. Fig. 5(b) illustrates the capacitance profile versus time (as cells progress through the cell cycle) for different frequencies (1, 10 and 100 Hz). Again, the capacitance profile at low frequencies exhibited the maximum difference in capacitance with increasing time points. In other words, with increasing frequencies (from low to high), the change in capacitance becomes less significant suggesting that lower frequencies may provide more useful information when monitoring the yeast cell cycle profile. Since, 0.1 Hz is at the limit of our machine capability, we conducted the capacitance-voltage measurements shown in Fig. 5 (c) at 10 Hz. To ensure that the cells characteristics and composition are not altered by the application of electric field, low values of ac and dc voltages were applied. In this figure, the curves of the first cell cycle are almost parallel with each other, demonstrating constant increased capacitance with time (up to 60 minutes). Furthermore, their values do not depend strongly on the polarity of the applied voltage. However, the set of curves for the second cell cycle (see Fig. 5(c) ) do not exhibit a similar parallel pattern. In other words, there seems to be a higher difference in the capacitance of the samples in the second yeast cell cycle as compared to the first (Fig 5(c) ). Fig. 5(d) represents the capacitance behavior versus time at different applied voltages (−0.5 to +0.5 V). As revealed from Fig. 5(d) , values of capacitance measured at all voltages were almost the same for samples taken at lower time intervals (15-60 minutes), while the values started to disperse at samples taken after the 75 minute time interval. These observations are consistent with the data in Fig. 5(c) since it explains the linearity of curves of the first cycle and the curvature that starts to show in the second cell cycle (higher time point samples).
In general, all the curves displayed a stepwise loss of capacitance potential with increasing frequency, reflecting loss of polarization induced by different mechanisms in the cell suspension at higher frequencies. The most important observation was the incremental shift in capacitance versus frequency curves with increasing time points when measured over a range of frequencies as shown in Fig 5(b) . These results demonstrate that this methodology can detect cellular changes taking place during cell growth. Since these increments were more pronounced at lower frequency values, the rest of the measurements were done at 10 Hz. Indeed, the use of lower frequency in this study (compared to previous studies, where frequencies in the MHz range had been used) provided us more insight as cells progressed through the cell cycle. At higher frequencies, some mechanisms of polarization such as polarization due to tangential flow of charges across cell membranes are believed to be lost [12] . However, at a lower frequency (10 Hz) that we used here, this polarization mechanism and interfacial polarization are mostly conserved.
To ensure accuracy, two additional experiments were performed and the values for capacitance versus voltage were averaged for the three experiments and plotted as shown in Fig. 6(a) . As observed earlier in Fig 5(c) , the capacitancevoltage profile curves were more linear at earlier time points and became more curved at higher time points.
This curvature (more obvious as cells progress through the cell cycle) arises from the unbalanced increase in the magnitude of capacitance at 0 volts and those measured at −0.5 or 0.5 V, with larger changes observed at −0.5 V and 0.5 V. A better representation of the data is shown in Fig. 6(b) , where the slopes of the lines extended from the capacitance values measured at 0 V to 0.5 V of each curve. As time progresses, the slope shows a steady increase. In other words, at earlier time points (0 to 60 minutes), there was a small increase in the slope, after which the slopes started to increase significantly. This is better shown by the increased steepness of a line plotted over the capacitance values measured from 75 to 105 minutes. Interestingly, this shift in the slope values takes place at time points of 75 to 90 minutes were cells commit cell division and switch from the G2 phase to the G1 phase, which is also observed from the FACS profile in Fig. 4 .
The FACS measurements depicted in Fig. 4 , shows that most of the cells were in G2 phase at time of 60 minutes. After that the cells start to divide and move to G1 phase. This transition from G2 to G1 starts at time of 75 minutes. On the other hand, Fig. 6(b) revealed that maximum transfer from G2 to G1 occurs at time of 75 -105 minutes. At time of 90 minutes, both Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 (b) exhibit their optimum performance, i.e. cell division occurs. This increase in the slope (at a time point that correlates with cell division) might be due unmasking new cell surfaces as a result of cell division, and may be used as an electrical parameter measurement that helps in deducing the doubling time of yeast cells.
These data (the uniform increase in capacitance within a cell cycle, regardless of whether it is the first cell cycle or the VOLUME 6, 2018 second, etc.) reveal important information and indicate the ability of this method to perhaps detect cellular changes such as changes in cell components, volume, and shape as time proceeds. All our results, taken together, show that cellular parameters such as cell growth and cell cycle progression can be investigated using this methodology. Real-time monitoring of such parameters can be very useful in characterizing different cell strains or mutants. Moreover, identifying the role of various genes in cell cycle progression or evaluating the effects of different treatments on cells can be made easier using electrical parameter measurement employed in this study.
V. CONCLUSION
This work reports the development of a capacitance-based methodology to monitor cell cycle progression in budding yeast. This monitoring was conducted by observing the variations in the capacitance voltage versus time. With time, the rate of capacitance voltage changes with physiological changes in the cell such as cell structure, morphology, and composition. The presented method can be used to measure the doubling time of yeast cells directly. Moreover, this method can be easily integrated with in vivo setups and be adjusted to measure the capacitance-voltage profile of cells every minute, which could potentially detect small changes as cells grow and progress through the cell cycle and provide additional information on cell structure and function.
APPENDIX MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. PREPARATION OF THE BUDDING YEAST SAMPLES
Budding yeast cells (BY4741) were grown overnight in YPD (yeast extract, peptone, and 2% dextrose) liquid culture at 30 • C overnight. Next day, this culture was used to inoculate 50 ml of YPD so that the final OD 600 was 0.05. The cells were then allowed to grow until an OD 600 of 0.4, at which time α-factor was added to a final concentration of 10µg/ml and cells were incubated for two additional hours. Cells synchronization at the G1 phase was checked by visualizing the cells under light microscope and was confirmed by observing the ''Shmoo'' formation which is a mating projection. To release the cells from arrest, they were washed three times with chilled distilled water and then resuspended in the YPD culture media and allowed to grow at 30 • C. Cell samples were collected at 15-minute time intervals for cell cycle analysis using both flow cytometry and dielectric measurements.
B. CELL CYCLE ANALYSIS BY FLOW CYTOMETER (FACS)
10×10 6 cells were taken from the culture before synchronization, zero time, and the different time intervals following release from G1. The cells were centrifuged and resuspended in 300 µl distilled water, and following the drop-wise addition of 100% ethanol and vortexing, they were stored at 4 • C for overnight fixation. Next day, cells were centrifuged, washed with 0.2 M Tris-HCl (pH 8), and 3×10 6 cells were then re-suspended in 200 µl of 0.2 M Tris-HCl (pH 8) containing 0.2 mg/ml RNase A and incubated for 2 hours at 37 • C. Samples were then centrifuged and resuspended in 50 µl of 0.2 M Tris-HCl (pH 8) containing 1.5 mg/ml proteinase K and incubated for 2 hours at 37 • C. 1 ml of 5 µg/ml Propidium Iodide was then added to each samples to stain the DNA, and incubated at 4 • C overnight. The samples were then sonicated for 5 seconds before they were analyzed using BD FACSCanto II Flow Cytometer. Cell profiles were analyzed using the FlowJo_V10 software.
C. ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS
The electric measurements were conducted by loading 500 µl of cell suspension (containing 3×10 6 cells)
, inside an openended coaxial cable connected to Gamry 3000 equipment (USA) [13] . The instrument has the ability to measure current ranges from 3 amps to 300 pico-amps over a range of frequency from 100 MHz to 100 KHz. The instrument is capable of recording different types of electrical measurements such as capacitance-voltage profiles. Due to the frequency and current ranges used, the device is capable of measuring a capacitance of high precision (up to zepto-Farad). YPD media alone was used as the control since cells were grown in this media. 
